
A GLANCE THROUGH THE REVIEWS

The Red Cross World — Geneva, July-September 1961.

The last number of the quarterly publication of the League of Red
Cross Societies, amply illustrated, begins with a series of splendid photo-
graphs of Prague, where the 26th session of the Board of Governors of
the League was held. Amongst the articles in this issue, we would draw
special attention to the fine tribute to the memory of Mr. Wilfrid Phillips,
Deputy Secretary-General of the League. We give extracts below of an
article by Dr. Frantisek Janouch, President of the Czechoslovak Red
Cross dealing with that Society's action :

" With one out of ten of the population a Red Cross member, we have
built up a health network extending to every part of the country. Our
primary endeavours are to promote health education for the entire
population and to improve health as well as living and working condi-
tions by a gamut of services which extend to almost every aspect of
daily life . . . .

One and a half million members of the Czechoslovak Red Cross are
trained in health work. It is this army of volunteers which mans the
90,000 health posts throughout the country, or which ensures, even in
the smallest community, that one member guards his neighbour's
health . . . .

Promoting better working conditions in a nation's factories and
agricultural life is already an enormous undertaking, but the Society
does not forget the need for a healthy family and good surroundings . . . .

In many districts courses explaining basic hygiene principles and
the training of children from birth to pre-school age, in which Czecho-
slovak Red Cross workers play a major part, have met with great success.
Older children benefit from holidays in summer recreation camps and
during the winter, mountain holidays, all under the care of the Society's
health volunteers.

Some 10,000 " hygienists " from among the people are trained in
special 40-hour courses and, together with the public health workers,
help control the food industry and shops for hygiene in the production
and sale of foodstuffs . . . .
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The Czechoslovak Red Cross has developed an extensive National
Junior Red Cross Section which has a significant share in the training
of young people.

One and a half million young people have been trained as youth health
workers in a Junior version of the basic health course for adults. They
are active in some 60,000 Junior health posts, established in each
classroom. Members of these posts take part in " hobby health circles "
in which any pupils interested in health promotion can improve their
knowledge through a programme of out-of-school activities.

From its school beginnings, the Junior Section is now reaching
outwards to outside school establishments, health schools and medical
faculties, to guarantee close links between future doctors and health
personnel and the Red Cross. New members are also now being found
among the teenagers working in agriculture and factories . . . .

Working through its volunteer health workers, its nurses aides and
its Juniors, the Czechoslovak Red Cross has, in its efforts to attain this
goal, become a significant social component of a modern society."

Under the heading " The growth of the Red Cross ", Mr. J. A. Mac-
Aulay, Chairman of the Board of Governors of the League, introduces
two young African Societies, those of Nigeria and Togo, who have just
been recognized by the International Committee of the Red Cross and
says in this connection :

The " family " has been growing rapidly in recent years : in 1945,
61 Societies were League members and by 1955 another 12 Societies had
been recognized. This is progress of which we can be proud, but we must
always bear in mind a fundamental principle of our organisation : its
universality.

Our aim must always be the establishment of a Red Cross Society
in every country of the world. Every nation, large or small, whether it
traces its history back over the centuries or is taking its first steps in
statehood, needs the Red Cross as its auxiliary . . . .

In any society there will always be projects to pioneer for which a
state lacks funds or personnel. There will always be personal problems
which no state, by its impersonal nature, can resolve. There will always
be a relentless infliction of misery by disasters, against which no state
can maintain a force ready to help.

But this work can be done by the vast numbers of men and women
in all countries, at all levels of society who, though they may not know
how to begin, have a desire to help . . . .

It is not easy to create from small beginnings a voluntary organiza-
tion which can fulfil these demands, nor can we expect a small group of
dedicated but inexperienced people to struggle on their own. For this
reason the League's technical assistance programme for new Societies is
being evolved to keep pace with the growth of the Red Cross family."
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